Governor asked universities to keep this year’s increase as low as possible

By J. Ferguson
Arizona Daily Wildcat

Top UA officials are keeping a tight lip about the university’s fiscal year 2007 tuition proposal, which is expected to be released today.

In a recent interview with the Arizona Daily Wildcat, President Peter Likins refused to comment on specifics of the proposal, saying he would discuss it only after it had been released to the public. Other top officials contacted by the Wildcat did not return calls on the subject.

U.S. Attorney General Terry Goddard explained how common, inexpensive household items used in the simple recipe are responsible for the rapid growth in the drug’s use in Arizona.

The use of methamphetamine has reached epidemic proportions in Arizona, said the Arizona attorney general, who proved it with a demonstration Friday.

In response to the epidemic, Goddard said limiting access to the primary ingredient pseudoephedrine, found in over-the-counter drugs like Sudafed, is one of the best ways to curb meth use, especially during the new-student orientation that begins at 10 a.m. in the “Swede” Johnson building.

Goddard will begin his three-year appointment July 1 to succeed
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